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VISIO N
We aspire to a world in which fundamental human rights
and freedoms are respected by all, whilst being protected
and fulfilled by those responsible.

MIS SIO N
Our contribution to that world is to ensure that everyone
who defends human rights can do so without fear of
threats or attacks.
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LET TER FROM PI
L

ooking back at 2017 we cannot
but think of our colleague
Germain Rukuki, who in the

dawn of 13 July was take from his
home by the Burundian N
 ational
Intelligence Service and who

remains in detention to date.
Receiving the news was like
being struck by a l

ightening.
Immediately we fought to

secure the rest of our team.

Later, as 
formal charges were
pressed against Germain and
legal 
proceedings started in
Ngozi, we a


ccompanied the
case by m
 obilising a 
coalition
of like-minded organisations
and diplomats advocating for
his 
release. Evenutally, we
re-organised

ourselves
and
continued to support defenders
from Burundi. Unlike many other
organisations we could count on
the support of many partners, but
as with anyone dealing with the
criminalisation of a colleague, we
remained severely impacted for
months afterwards.
Criminalisation of human rights
defenders is a global phenomenon
on the rise and a thematic priority
for 
Protection International’s
research a
genda, as shown in
this annual report. Throughout
the year we d
ocumented and
analysed several cases in Kenya,
Colombia, Guatemala, DRC, and
Thailand. Reversing this pattern
requires not only strong judicial
guarantees, but also b
reaking
the self-fulling prophecy of
stigmatisation of defenders in a
climate of impunity.
To encourage the political shift
that is needed for this to h
 appen,
we continued in 2017 to monitor
public policies for the protection
of human rights defenders at
risk. In May, we published a
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report on collective protection
in C
olombia, while in July we
issued a p

aper on expanding
the mandates of NHRIs in South
East Asia. 
December saw the
publication of the second edition
of our l andmark publication Focus
Report, providing an overview of
global policy trends. Furthermore,
we presented the findings of our
research to national a
uthorities
looking at improving national
protection mechanisms.
With renewed commitment, in
2017 we have been working with
a growing number of 
women
human rights defenders and
environmental defenders at risk,
giving visibility to 
testimonies
of WHRDs in Thailand, and
strengthening

capacities
of
young women in DRC. We also
provided consultancy services to
global partners such as A
 mnesty
International, IUCN and the
Goldman Environmental Prize,

among others.
The year closed preparing for
the 20th anniversary of the UN
declaration on human rights

defenders. To reflect on our key
messages in this important year,
we invited to Brussels more
than 50 actors, between human
rights defenders, policy makers
and practitioners to take stock
and challenge current p
 rotection
approaches. In the discussion

it clearly emerged that while
our community of practice is
growing, new challenges force us
to re-think our working methods.
At Protection International we will
not shy away from this challenge,
continuing to be innovative in our
work and standing steadfast in
our commitment to accompany
defenders at risk.
Protection International

Board of
Directors &
Management
ALICE NAH, CHAIR

MARUSIA LÓPE Z , MEMBER
Marusia López is a Mexican
feminist with nearly two decades
of 
experience in local, national,
and international human rights
organisations. She currently serves
as Senior Associate on 
issues
of holistic protection of 
women
human rights defenders at JASS at
the global level.

Alice Nah is a lecturer at the
Centre for Applied Human Rights
at the University of York, UK. Alice
conducts research on the security
and protection of human rights
defenders at risk, and on asylum
and migration in Asia. She leads
an international research project
that examines how human rights
defenders navigate risks, manage
security, and receive protection
support in different countries.

PATRICK DECOODT,
TREASURER

GITAHI GITHUKU, MEMBER

YULIA SUGANDI, MEMBER

Gitahi Githuku is a human rights
defender from Kenya who has
worked with various national and
regional human rights organisations
over many years. Since 2014, he
has worked with American Jewish
World Service based in N
 airobi,
focusing on natural resource
rights and sexual health rights
programmes.

LIESBETH MONDEN,
MEMBER
Liesbeth is a lawyer at the Brussels
Bar Association and holds expertise
in immigration law, 
family law,
criminal law and juvenile law. She
is also a Board member of Memisa
Belgium, a nonprofit organization
focused on improving basic health
care worldwide.

Patrick Decoodt has developed
a long career in international
business partaking in Belgium

and overseas through which he
gained expertise in transition
management. In the past, he has
been an independent consultant
for various SMEs, including cultural
organisations, social enterprises
and not-for-profit organisations.

Yulia Sugandi works as Senior
Fellow of the Department of
Community Development and

Communication Sciences at the
Faculty of Human 
Ecology in
Bogor Agricultural University,
Indonesia. She has carried out
professional
engagements
with
many
organisations

working
in
protection
of
human rights defenders, such as the
Asia Europe Foundation and Peace
Brigades International, amongst
others.

LILIANA DE MARCO COENEN,
E XECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Liliana is Protection International’s
Executive Director and together
with the global management team,
she is responsible for strategic
direction of the organisation and
implementation of its mandate.
Liliana holds a LL.M. in human rights
law and 20 years of experience in
human rights 
advocacy, working
with human rights 
defenders in
the global south and post-conflict
countries.
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WHERE WE WORK

PI PERMANENT PRESENCE/DESK

PI NON-PERMANENT PRESENCE

IN 2017

PROTECTION INTERNATIONAL
ACCOMPANIED

21

indigenous &
local communities

6

6
IN

countries

ASSISTED

87

civil society organisations
working on
human rights,
land grabbing, and
environmental issues
mainly

SUPPORTED

27

organisations through our

online course

AND TRAINED

2586

community activists
and human rights
defenders directly

AMONG WHICH

1033
were

women human
rights defenders
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Rethinking protection of
human rights defenders

INTO A GLOBAL COALITION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
DEFENDERS, TO RAISE AWARENESS ON
WHO THEY ARE AND WHAT THEY DO
AND FINALLY CHANGE THE NARRATIVE

I N TE R N ATI ONAL RO U N DTAB LE

A

head of the 20th a
 nniversary
of the UN Declaration on
human rights defenders (HRDs) to
be celebrated in 2018, P
 rotection
International (PI) and the C
 entre
for Applied Human Rights (CAHR)
of the University of York organised
an
international
roundtable
on 12 & 13 
December 2017
gathering HRDs, practitioners,
academics and 

policy makers
from all c
ontinents, to 
reflect
collectively and progress on the
current a
pproaches, tools and
practices applied to the security
and 
protection of human rights
defenders (HRDs).
THE RIGHT TO DEFEND
HUMAN RIGHTS
Although great progress has
been made in the last two
decades in the recognition

of defenders and their role in
building more d

emocratic and
fairer societies*, they c
ontinue
to face increasing pressure,
threats and attacks both from
state 
authorities and 
non-state
actors. In parallel, the main
approach taken by states towards
HRDs is still to treat them as
‘objects’ of protection, whose
security and protection therefore
depends on the state’s willingness
to offer protection measures.
Protection actors gathering in
Brussels claimed a shift in focus,
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WE SHOULD JOIN OUR EFFORTS

DRIVEN BY SMEAR CAMPAIGNS
AGAINST THEM.

moving from this narrow and
failing security approach towards
the broader recognition of the
right to defend rights, and of
HRDs as primary actors when
discussing their own 
security
and protection, but without
downplaying states’ obligations

to respect and protect the right to
defend human rights.

”

Michel Forst
- UN Special Rapporteur on the situation
of human rights defenders

“

WE ARE THE SENTINELS OF
HUMAN RIGHTS PROTECTION,
FOR WHICH WE MUST WORK
TOGETHER HAND IN HAND.

”

Dr. Mukwege

ACKNOWLEDGING THE
COLLECTIVE ASPECT OF
DEFENDERS’ WORK AND
ACHIEVEMENTS
Participants
extensively
discussed the fact that

defenders become defenders
through a shared relational
construction
process
that
includes

emotional,
and
not
only
rational
actions; HRDs are not “heroes”,
but a diversity of persons and
collective groups working
together and with others often
in precarious situations and
with limited resources. For this
shift of paradigm to happen,
a greater recognition by all
protection actors of the
collective aspect of defenders’
work and achievements is
paramount.

COMMUNITIES ARE HRDS!
TOGETHER FOR A
DIFFERENT NARRATIVE
ON HUMAN
RIGHTS DEFENDERS!
The International Roundtable
paved the way for PI’s global
campaign around the 20th
Anniversary of the UN Declaration
on Human Rights Defenders, a key
moment to make a step forward in
the protection of human rights
defenders and call for the
long-needed recognition of the
collective dimension of
human rights work.
#CommunitiesareHRDs

2017 FOCUS Report
PUBLIC POLICIES FOR THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN
RIGHTS DEFENDERS: GLOBAL TRENDS AND
IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES
root causes of insecurity,
structural violence and repression against HRDs.

Protection International's 2017 PUBLICATIONS AT A GLANCE

Since the publication of
our seminal handbook
Protection of human rights
defenders: Best practices
and
l
essons
learnt
(2011), the public debate
regarding national public
policies for HRD p
 rotection
has evolved, with the
adoption of national laws
and the e
 mergence of draft
bills in several 
countries
of Latin America and
Africa, while permeating
the 
discussions on HRD
protection in countries

of Europe, Central and
South-East Asia.

T

he FOCUS Report is one of
Protection
International’s
most appreciated 
publications
by 
actors involved in the
protection of HRDs, as it m
 onitors
worldwide
developments
in
the field of n
ational protection
mechanisms and public policies

for the protection of human rights
defenders (HRDs).
Protection International advocates
to shift the focus of the debate
away from adopting – or not –
legislation framing the existence
of state mechanisms to protect
groups of HRDs at risk towards
a broader and more comprehensive approach, which delivers
proactive actions to address the

However, if many developments in
the field have occurred since the
publication of the latest e
dition
of the Focus Report in 2014, the
implementation gap remains a

big issue and trust is far from
assured, especially among groups
of HRDs taking the brunt of state
repression and violence and those
HRDs in remote areas where the
presence of state authorities is
weak or contested by non-state
actors. Our research shows that
political will and backing is key to
overcome these problems.

Criminalisation of rural-based
human rights defenders in Kenya
CRIMINALISATION SERIES #2

I

n 2017, Protection International
(PI) issued the second e
 dition of
a new publication series launched
in 2016 on criminalisation.
Criminalisation of defenders and
their work in Kenya has been an
issue of great concern in recent
years. Reports by the media and
civil society 
organisations have
highlighted instances where
defenders are being subjected to
harassment, intimidation, rapid
escalation of criminal charges,
and negative p
rofiling aimed
at paralysing, 
intimidating and
delegitimising their activities.
Some of the d
efenders have
wrongfully been denied rights
to freedom of a

ssociation,
expression

and
peaceful
assembly. 

Licences of human
rights NGOs have been arbitrarily
cancelled, bank accounts seized
and their right to access funds
violated. Further, there have been
attempts to pass legislation that
seeks to curtail the activities of
HRDs through executive control
and regulation of public benefit
organisations.
Criminalisation of rural-based
human rights defenders in K
 enya
– Impact and counterstrategies
analyses the criminalisation of
human rights defenders in K
 enya
in its multiple forms, the impact
and the c
ounterstrategies used
by HRDs to fight and 
prevent
criminalisation. Focusing in rural
areas and Nairobi’s 
informal
settlements,
the
o

bjective
of this report is three-fold:

1.

Identifying and analysing
some of the criminalisation
strategies being used by
aggressors.
2. Understanding the impact
on the targeted HRDs.
3. Identifying
some
c o u n t e r s t r a t e g i e s
being
used
to
fight and prevent their
criminalisation.
With this report, Protection
International addresses Kenyan

authorities on the need to stop
criminalising human rights work
and defenders. It also seeks
to 
inform key stakeholders on
the different counterstrategies
and recommendations to better
protect rural-based HRDs and

CSOs against criminalisation.
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The Collective Protection
of Land Rights Defenders
in Colombia
A TIMELY RESPONSE TO THE NATIONAL DEBATE ON
COLLECTIVE PROTECTION

Protection International's 2017 PUBLICATIONS AT A GLANCE
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P

ublished
in
May
2017,
“The Collective P
rotection
of D
efenders of Land and
Land Rights in Colombia:
Conceptual Developments and
Methodological
Challenges”
is the result of a two-year
research

carried
out
by
Protection International (PI)
and its 
Colombian partner
Pensamiento y 

Acción Social
(PAS), m
 otivated by three key
elements. First, the 
increase in
risks and 
criminalisation faced
by human rights defenders,
and 
particularly those in rural
areas fighting for land rights.
Secondly, the need to 
broaden
the focus of the p
rotection
of human rights defenders
beyond
the
Government


P
rotection Programme that,
after 15 years, had shown strong
limitations in responding to
HRDs’ needs. Thirdly, 2015
marked the start of a new
debate on collective 
protection
in Colombia, with the Resolution
1085 of August 2015 adopted by
the Ministry of Interior, which
includes the first 

protocol of
its kind to implement a Plan
for 
Collective Protection of
communities or organisations at
risk.
By responding to this specific
context and debate in Colombia
around collective protection,
this publication 
explores more
comprehensive
approaches
to protection for 
defenders,
particularly those defending
the right to land and t erritory.
It also aims to increase the
capacities of o
 rganisations,
communities and people
who defend human rights,
to assess their levels of risk
and manage their security
autonomously, seeking to
preserve their lives and
their integrity, as well as
their work space for action.

WORKING WITH PARTNERS,
MULTIPLYING OUR IMPACT
OUR CONSULTANCY
SERVICES IN 2017
2017 saw an expansion of our
work to support new partners in
countries where we do not have
a permanent presence. Our team
of senior advisers supported over
60 civil 
society 
organisations
(CSOs) and c

ommunities of
human rights defenders (HRDs)
in developing and implementing
comprehensive security and

protection
management
programmes across 16 countries
in
Africa,
the
Americas,
Europe and South-East Asia.

MEMBERSHIPS

These consultancy services are
tailored to specific individual
and collective needs, as well as
working contexts that address the
interlinkages
between
the
physical,

digital,
self-care

and
well-being
dimensions of security. Among
other activities, PI’s team of
senior advisers:

•

•

•

Supported staff and specific
partners
of

Amnesty
International (AI) in Mexico

and Nigeria, in the e
 laboration
of their security plans and
emergency protocols; and to
AI Netherlands, in the editing
of their trainers’ guide.
Worked with the Goldman
Environmental
Prize
staff
members,
senior
management and board of

directors, in the design of
an operational plan to better
respond to risk situations

faced by the prize winners.
Continued support to the
OSCE Office for D
 emocratic
Institutions
and
Human
Rights
(ODIHR)
annual
training of HRDs, which took
place in Georgia.

THE SUPPORT IS SHAPED
BY A THOROUGH
ASSESSMENT PRIOR
TO THE WORKSHOP,
A COMPREHENSIVE
ANALYSIS AND
RECOMMENDED
COURSE OF ACTION
AFTERWARDS.
LIST OF COUNTRIES
Sudan, DRC, Ethiopia, Angola,
Kenya, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra
Leone, Mexico, Peru, Cambodia,
The Netherlands, Georgia,
United Kingdom, USA

•

Started
a
long-term
capacity-building process with
partners of the 
International
Union for Conservation of
Nature (IUCN) Netherlands.

National NGOs and grassroots
communities working in the
defence of environmental
rights in the Amazon forest
of Peru received training with
the overall goal of improving
their safety so that they can
continue fighting for nature

conservation.

Protection International is an a
 ctive
member of various 
networks,
both at country level, where our
Protection Desks are based, as

well as at international level and
in particular in Brussels. PI is a
member of ProtectDefenders.
eu, the European Union Human
Rights Defenders mechanism, but
is also a member of g
 eographically
focused networks: EURAC, for

the African Great Lakes area and
EU-LAT, for Central and Latin

America.

ProtectDefenders is a consortium
of 12 civil society organisations
joining forces to support human
rights defenders, from prevention
to emergency support, across the
world. The Consortium receives
support from the 
European
Instrument for Democracy and

Human Rights (EIDHR).
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Demanding justice
for Germain Rukuki
O

n 13 July 2017, 
Burundian
human rights d
 efender (HRD)
German Rukuki was taken at
home and brought to the facilities
of the Burundian 
National
Intelligence Service, were he

was interrogated and kept for 14
days without access to a lawyer
or his family. Germain was then
transferred to the 
Ngozi prison
and spent 6 months in preventive
detention. This was the start of
a distressing process of judicial
criminalisation that led first to
accusing Germain with spurious
charges of “rebellion”, “breach
of the 
security of the State”,
“assassinations”, “destruction of
public and private buildings” and
“participation in an insurrectionist
movement” and finally convicting
him to 32 years in prison in April
2018, the harshest sentence ever
announced for a human rights
defender in Burundi.
Germain was targeted by the
Burundian Government because
of his former affiliation to the
human
rights
organisation
ACAT-Burundi (closed down by
the government in 2016), where he
had acted as treasurer u
 ntil 2015.
At the time of his arrest, Germain
was President of the c
 ommunity
organisation 
Njabutsa Tujane,
which works to combat poverty
and hunger and to improve
public health in Burundi, and an
employee of ACJB (Association
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of Catholic Jurists of Burundi), a
Burundian NGO carrying out right
awareness initiatives towards the
local population and a partner of
Protection International.
We had known Germain since
2015, and from the moment he was
arrested, Protection International
worked closely with partners and
like-minded organisations to call
on the d
iplomatic c
ommunity
and regional and international
organisations to take action for his
release, including, among o
 thers,
the United Nations, the E
 uropean
Union, the African 
Commission
on Human and 
People’s Rights
(ACHPR). 
Between July and
December
2017,
Protection
International issued three public
statements and 23 diplomatic
briefings.
In August 2017, a group of UN
experts published a statement

calling for Germain’s release and
denouncing the “overall c
ontext
of threats and harassments
against human rights defenders
in Burundi”.
In December 2017, before the
judicial phase of Germain’s trial
had started, PI issued a 
global
solidarity campaign intended

to raise awareness about the
case. The campaign reached out
to thousands of users across
the globe, including partners,

yber activists, and individuals.
c
Hundreds of messages were

posted on social networks to
send Germain words of hope:
Germain, we are with you!
Because of the nature of the
events and their direct impact on
our team, Protection International
set up a task force to document
and analyse the incident, in
order to improve PI’s practices. A
collective reflection space at our
Annual Meeting was c
reated
to help us reach a common
understanding of the facts and

deal with the emotional impact this
incident has had on staff.

In 2017, 135 Burundian HRDs
received Protection International’s
support through capacity b
 uilding
workshops on physical and digital
security, among which 35 were

women HRDs. At 
present, we
continue to support B
urundian
defenders in the 
country and
abroad and to advocate for
Germain’s release.
You can also join PI’s global
campaign to release Germain by
posting a message of solidarity
using the hashtag #Rukuki and
by spreading the word among
your social networks in order to
maintain the visibility of the case.

The arrest of Germain is part of a
deliberate and continuous attempt
by the government of Burundi to
silence human rights defenders in
the country. Like Germain, many
other civil society actors are
targeted by repressive measures
such as arbitrary arrests and
detention, enforced disappearances,
police and judicial harassment,
acts of intimidation and threats,
suspension of NGOs and freezing of
their assets, reprisals against lawyers
involved in the defence of 
human rights.
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Raising the visibility of
women human rights
defenders in Thailand
HER LIFE , HER DIARY – SIDE BY SIDE WHRDS
A DIARY OF HOPE AND DREAMS

W

omen
human
rights
defenders in Thailand are

subject to 
systematic violence
and discrimination due to their
identities and unyielding struggles
for rights, equality and justice. In
the period 2014-2017, at least 170
community and rural based women
human rights defenders were the
target of judicial harassment, from
both State and non-State actors,
due to their outspoken roles in the
defense of environmental & land
rights and equal access to natural
resources.
Protection International, 
British
photographer Luke Duggleby
and the Canadian Embassy in
Bangkok, decided to c

ollaborate
to give visibility and a voice
to these victims of systematic
violence
and
discrimination
through
a
photographic
tribute to Thai women activists,
echoing the previous year’s project
For Those Who Died Trying.
Through 20 portraits of w
 omen
human rights defenders, this

project aimed to raise awareness of
the many struggles women human
rights defenders face in their daily

work to promote social justice and
human rights as well as of their
outstanding tenacity and courage.
This time, the project relied on
two different outputs. The 
photo
exhibition,

portraying
each
woman’s fight for rights, was

launched on 29th November 2017
on the o
 ccasion of the I nternational
Women Human Rights Defenders
Day, at the Bangkok Art and
Culture Center (BACC), where it

would remain until the following
symbolic date of 08th March 2018;
International Day of Women’s

Struggles.
In addition to the photographs and
the stories from both 
individuals
and the community, political
struggles and the 
struggle to
defend
human
rights
were
collected in the publication “Her
Life, Her Diary: Side by Side.
WHRDs 2018 - Diary of Hope and
Dreams”, offering a more detailed
insight into the challenges and
victories of the many women who
decide to rise up to defend human
rights, democracy and act against
social injustice.

Increasing protection for
human rights organisations
and defenders
I

n 2017, armed groups in North
Kivu, South Kivu and the terrorist
movement Kamwina-Nsapu in
Kasai made headlines with killings
and other forms of human rights
violations, both in rural and urban
areas.
The objective of Protection
International (PI) in the Democratic
Republic of Congo in 2017 was to
monitor the implementation of
training programmes for human
rights organisations and defenders
for their security and protection, in
order to ensure they maintain and
increase their capacity in this field.
To better meet the real needs of
the partners ( i.e. to continue their
work promoting and defending
universally recognized human

rights and fundamental freedoms
and to improve the protection of the
beneficiaries they work with), PI
conducted a survey in January 2017
by which all partner organisations
expressed their needs in terms of
protection and security support.
This information was compiled into
a support guide for the entire year
2017. Requests that were not met
were integrated into 
Protection
International’s
2018
support
programme in order to ensure their
follow-up and implementation. In
2017 PI collaborated with 16 local
partners in North Kivu, 11 in South
Kivu, 7 international partners and 7
government partners.
Strategic advocacy with d
 iplomatic
missions also led to coordinated
actions to support individual cases
of criminalisation of human rights
defenders and to promote their
rights.
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TRAINING
WOMEN’S RIGHTS
AMBASSADORS
On the request of Synergie des
Femmes pour les Victimes des
violences sexuelles (SFVS),
Protection International trained
a group of 15 young women,
members of the association and
responsible for raising awareness
on the role and integration of
women in society and their
participation in decision-making
and governance processes,
in the field of protection and
security. This door-to-door
awareness-raising work confronts
them daily with various actors who
are opposed to the a
 dvancement
of women and consequently to
significant risks. This workshop
was conducted as part of
Protection International’s overall
support programme, which places
particular emphasis on the training
of women defenders.
Protection International has been
supporting SFVS in the field of
protection and security for six
years through regular training
of its staff, including security &
protection focal points. More than
60 women defenders from SFVS
have already received Protection
International training on
protection and security.
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Peasant community
of El Guayabo regains
control over its
territory

Strengthening afro-descendant
communities’ capacities to defend
their land and heritage

P

T

rotection International’s (PI)
desk in Colombia, together with
its local partner Pensamiento y
Acción Social (PAS), have been
accompanying the rural community
of El Guayabo in the m
 unicipality
of Puerto Wilches, S
antander
for the last five years through
risk-assessment analysis, building
collective protection practices
and supporting the community in
advocating for their human rights.
The indigenous community of El
Guayabo, made of 60 families, has
an ancestral right to access and
control over the land and c
 onnected
resources of the Altamira and San
Felipe territories. However, in the
last fifteen years, the community
faced repeated attacks and judicial
actions aiming at displacing and
depriving them of their land by a
landowner colluding with local, as
well as national, authorities.
With the support of PI and PAS,
three different evictions were
halted, thanks to bilateral meetings
with the office of the Attorney
General of the Nation, the O
 ffice
of the Ombudsman, and the
National Land Agency (ANT).

The 
Ombudsman also requested
the Mayor of Puerto Wilches to
apply protection measures to the
community, due to their status as
victims of the armed conflict.
Nevertheless, on 14 D
ecember
2017, a judicial order allowed
a 
national-police riot squad to
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 arry out another forced eviction,
c
affecting 11 families and leading to
a humanitarian crisis.
PI/PAS team reacted immediately
with a steady on-field 
physical
presence, offering 
psychological
care and supporting the c
 ommunity
in analysing the 
situation and
assessing safe 

responses for its
protection. In Bogotá, PI/PAS also
denounced the incident and filed
an emergency-funding request to
the national Ombudsman office, el
Centro de Investigación y E
 ducación
Popular, 
CINEP/
Programa por la
paz and the Bogotá city hall for
emergency funds to secure the
families’ livelihoods for a month.
Through relentless advocacy, the
community was able to return to its
land in January 2018 as the National
Land Agency (ANT) initiated a
procedure for the nation to recover
its land and respective land rights
over the Altamira and San Felipe
territories.

RAISING VISIBILITY
OF COLOMBIAN
HRDS IN SPAIN
In November 2018,
 rotection International’s
P
country group in Navarra
organised the 18th edition of
the conference “Colombia:
the right to live in peace”,
together with civil society
orgnaisations Mugarik
Gabe, Peace Brigades
International, Espacio Redo,
Amnesty International and
Aldea.
Under the title “The elusive
peace, the insurrected
peace, the precarious
peace. Is there peace in
Colombia?”, the conference
aimed at making visible
other realities of the
Colombian conflict which
have usually been ignored,
especially those related to
human rights defenders.
Panellists stressed the
social struggle that
Colombian indigenous
and Afro-descendent
communities face in
their daily fight for the
recognition of their
ethnic and land rights.

he Guajuí River 
Community
Council is made of eight
afro-descendant
communities
living on the banks of the Guajuí
River, in the Cauca region, who
have a constitutional and ancestral
right over their lands. However, the
strong presence of armed groups
forced these communities out,
depriving them of their livelihoods.
As a result of the demobilization of
the guerrilla groups after the peace
agreement, a new opportunity has
finally opened for the community to
regain control over its territory.
Protection International’s (PI) desk
in Colombia, together with its local
partners 
Pensamiento y Acción
Social (PAS) and 
Coordinación
de Consejos Comunitarios y
Organizaciones de Base del Pueblo
Negro de la Costa Pacífica del Cauca
(COCOCAUCA), saw the need to
also support these 
communities
in their capacities to defend their
rights, as an indigenous people and
as ethnic authorities.

In each of the eight c
 ommunities
of the Guajuí River 
Community
Council, all members of the
communities and particularly

the community authorities called
conviteros exchanged together on
the challenges they face (lack of
recognition as ethnic authorities
and as rights holders over their
land; uncontrolled exploitation
of natural resources; continuous
loss of meeting spaces; p
 resence
of armed actors) and on the
importance to defend their
territory as a collective entity

from the cultural perspective of
the Afro-Colombian people. Each
workshop also integrated a part
on protection mechanisms for the
communities.
PI, PAS and COCOCAUCA
continue to collaborate for these
communities to maintain their
protection network and have
their voices heard at national and
international levels.

1.

GUAJUÍ RIVER
COMMUNITY
COUNCIL IS MADE
OF 8 COMMUNITIES;
30.000 PEOPLE IN
TOTAL.

2. NEITHER OF THE
COMMUNITIES HAS
ADEQUATE ACCESS
TO DRINKING WATER.
3. 86% OF GUAJUÍ
RIVER COMMUNITIES’
MEMBERS LIVE IN
MULTIDIMENSIONAL
POVERTY.
4. INFANT MORTALITY
AMONGST THE
COMMUNITIES IS
2,85%.
5. THE 30.000
INHABITANTS OF
GUAPI DO NOT
HAVE AN ADEQUATE
AQUEDUCT SERVICE.

Conviteros are ancestral
authorities responsible for
territorial control and
community organisation.
Their social role stems from the
African cultural heritage of these
communities and is
rooted in the diversity of
collective labour, social control
and defence of land rights.
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Advocating for the protection
of women’s rights in Thailand
H

Safeguarding Indonesian
environmental defenders’ working
space through national law
I

ndonesia’s legal framework
for environmental a
ctivists to
exercise their right to 

defend
human rights is p

rovided in
Article 66 of Law No. 32 of 2009.
According to the a

rticle, those
who strive for the right of a
good and healthy e
nvironment
cannot
be

prosecuted
in
a criminal or civil suit. The
provision aims to guarantee

public
participation
in
environmental

and
natural
resources management, and

is therefore fundamental in
protecting communities and

community-based human rights
defenders (HRDs) from retaliation
in form of judicial harassment.
However, this law lacks full and
proper implementation.
One of the main 
priorities
of
Protection

Desk
(PD)
Indonesia team consists on

raising 
awareness about the
consequences of the deficient

implementation of Article 66
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for 
human rights defenders.
Many communities have lost
members as they were unlawfully
prosecuted, criminally charged

with
wrongful
a

llegations,
and 
facing deadly violence.
Communities in rural areas and
environmental defenders are
most vulnerable to this judicial
criminalisation, since they have
long been victims of structural
discrimination and injustice.
In 2017, Protection International
(PI) deployed an advocacy plan
that successfully targeted key
institutions and duty bearers,
in order to push for a better
implementation of the law. To

start with, PI organized focus
group discussions involving the
major environmental NGOs in the
country in order to collect insights
and to review the advocacy work
done on Article 66 in the past.
PI also produced a policy paper
on a b
etter 
implementation of

rticle 66, which was used
A
to
give

recommendations
to 
national institutions in
multiple meetings. Throughout

2017, PD Indonesia met with
representatives of the Ministry
of Environment and Forestry,
including
the
General
Secretary and the Minister,

and with r
epresentatives of
the 
Presidential Staff Office.
PI also lead m
 ulti-stakeholder
dialogues involving n

ational
human rights bodies, like
Komnas
HAM
(Indonesian
National
Human
Rights
Institution) and The 

Witness
and
Victim
Protection
Agency

(abbreviated
as
LPSK). As a result of PI’s
efforts in maintaining Article
66 on the political agenda, the
number of human rights
organisations in Indonesia joining
efforts for a better implementation
of
the
law
substantially
increased.

uman rights defenders in
Thailand have long faced an
environment of constant struggle
for justice and equality, as a
result of the increasing context

of discrimination and restriction
of freedoms. The situation of
women human rights defenders
(WHRDs) is particularly worrying,
especially those defending land
rights and natural resources.
In June 2017, together with other
three human rights organisations,
Protection International (PI)
issued the report “In harm’s way:
Women human rights defenders
in Thailand”, which assessed the
country’s implementation of the
United Nations Convention on
the Elimination of All forms of
Discrimination against Women
(CEDAW).
Published ahead of Thailand’s
review by the CEDAW C
 ommittee,
the report focused on Thailand’s
non-compliance with its legal
obligations under the CEDAW. It
provided clear recommendations
on the protection of women
human rights defenders and rural
women, who challenge 
existing

norms and stereotypes in their
communities
and

therefore
are exposed to violence and
gender-specific risks.
The recommendations were
successfully

accepted
and
reflected in the Committee’s

concluding observations under

provisions on women human
rights defenders and rural w
 omen
(Articles 30, 31 and 42). “In harm’s
way” report appeared in several
international and national media,
like The Bangkok Post and The
Nation.

Protection International’s
team in Thailand has
been long accompanying
human rights defenders
(HRDs) in the country
and by 2017 became the
focal point for information
and strategic advice
on issues concerning
community-based
HRDs for international
delegations, international
organisations and the
diplomatic community.
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Responding to HRDs protection
and security training demands
in Kenya
I

n the year 2017, the Protection
Desk (PD) in Kenya u
ndertook
research on the 
criminalisation
of rural-based human rights
defenders (HRDs) in Kenya,

mainly to evaluate its impact and
counterstrategies. This report
highlights the increasing trend of
criminalisation of human rights
defenders in Kenya. It argues that
criminalisation also leads to HRDs
being labelled and 
stigmatised,
which can inhibit others from
carrying out human rights work.

society organisations fighting the
mining and building of a coal plant
in Lamu, and in the CSO Reference
Group, a group of CSOs working on
human rights.

CAPACITY BUILDING BEYOND
BOARDERS
In partnership with 
Amnesty
International Nigeria, Protection
International (PI) 

undertook two
security management t rainings, one
in Dakar, Senegal and the other one
in Lagos, Nigeria. These trainings
targeted HRDs working with

torture victims in various states in
Nigeria. A total of 31 human rights
defenders participated in the two
trainings.

WORKING WITH LOCAL
ORGANISATIONS
Protection International (PI) also
participated in most 
meetings
organised by various Human rights
groups in K
 enya w
 orking on v arious
human rights issues. PI 
notably
contributed to the EU working

group, 
Protection 
working group,
and to D
 ecolonize, an initiative of
individuals, organisations and civil
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Save Lamu is the founder
of deCOALonize
campaign. The project
was established in
March 2017 to combat
the establishment of
a Coal plant in Lamu
County (Coastal part
of Kenya), a UNESCO
World Heritage Site. The
campaign has evolved
to become a movement
incorporating the yet to
take off Kitui Coal mines in
the Eastern part of Kenya.
The campaign also seeks
to provide information to
local communities, policy
makers, academia and
civil society on alternatives to coal for embracing
clean energy in Kenya.

Expanding the mandates
of National Human Rights
Institutions in Indonesia
and Thailand
N

ational
Human
Rights
Institutions (NHRIs) play a key
role in the protection of human
rights and in the safeguard of human
rights defenders. Their value is
recognised in The Paris Principles,
a set of international standards
adopted by the United Nations
(UN) in December 1993.
In 2017, Protection 
International’s
(PI) teams in Thailand and in
Indonesia conducted an ambitious
research project by analysing and
comparing the mandate and work
of both Komnas HAM (Indonesian
NHRI) and the N
 ational Human
Rights Commission of Thailand NHRCT (Thai NHRI). The research
project lead to the publication of
the policy brief “Expanding the
mandates of National 
Human
Rights 
Institutions to protect
Human rights defenders: the cases
of Indonesia and Thailand”.

In July 2017, the outcomes of
PI’s r
esearch were p

resented
in 
Bangkok, Thailand, at the
conference
“National
Human
Rights Institutions in Southeast
Asia: Challenges of Protection”.

The Global Alliance of
National Human Rights
Institutions (GANHRI)
establishes three
categories of NHRIs
according to their level
of compliance with the
Paris Principles: A status
(fully compliant), B status
(partially compliant) and
C/no status
(non-compliant).

Research showed that two common
elements play a key role in pushing
the boundaries to the NHRIs action
regarding protection of 
human
rights defenders: civil society
mobilisation to engage with
the
Commissions,
and
the
proactive 

behaviour of specific
Commissioners. Both elements

are core in contesting institutional
inertia and other factors that p
 revent
more forceful action from these
institutions.
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Guatemalan indigenous
communities stand firm against
human rights violations
T

he Peaceful Resistance of
Santa Rosa and 
Jalapa is a
network of defenders 
located
in the department of 
Santa
Rosa in Guatemala, f
ighting
for the last five years for the
defense of its territory, the
environment and water against
the El Escobal mining project.
In 2013, the Ministry of Energy and
Mines approved the El Escobal
mining project of the Minera
San Rafael mining company,
a 
subsidiary of the Canadian
company Tahoe Resources, on the
territory of San Rafael Las Flores,
without duly consulting the Xinka
indigenous people to whom this
territory belongs, hence violating
the indigenous right to free,
prior and informed consent. Still,
the project started and rapidly
turned into an environmental and
socio-economic catastrophe as

rivers and lands rapidly became
contaminated
and

reduced
drastically,

depriving
the
communities of 10 municipalities
of their fundamental 
access to
water and other natural r esources.
The
affected
communities
rallied to defend their rights and
oppose the project by 

creating
the 
Peaceful Resistance of
Santa Rosa and Jalapa which,

in 
addition, has been victim
of d
irect 
aggressions, threats,
criminalization and repression by
the State. Protection International
accompanied
the
Peaceful
Resistance throughout the year

by helping them to conduct
risk-assessment analysis and
strengthen collective protection
practices.
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PI Desk in Guatemala also
supported these communities
by
attending
all
peaceful
demonstrations and judicial

hearings. Additionally, PI Desk

Guatemala carried out continuous
advocacy actions in order to
raise visibility at national and
international levels of the human
rights violations the communities
have faced.
In
September,
f
ollowing
a
c

omplaint
filed
by
the
Resistance,
the
Supreme Court of Justice
ordered the Ministry to hold a

consultation with the a

ffected
communities but authorized

the mining project to continue,
despite the environmental, health
and socio-economic damage and
the human rights violations. This
decision was appealed to the
Constitutional Court and the final
resolution was still pending at the
end of the year.

Defending land rights of
Guatemalan indigenous
communities
T

he 12 indigenous communities
of the micro-region of Ixquisis,
department of 
Huehuetenango,
depend on the access and control
over their ancestral land, water
and natural resources for their
livelihood.
In 2009, in violation of the
communities’

rights
(which
include free, prior and informed
consent on any project r elated to
their land and related resources)
and of legal standards, the
local authorities allowed the
construction of a hydroelectric

dam project involving 
national
but also international p
rivate
actors, as well as foreign

development banks. Despite this,
these p
 rojects began and brought
about tremendous environmental
as well as 
socio-economic
damage for the communities, as
rivers were contaminated, fish
resources almost disappeared

and yields decreased significantly.
The communities reacted by
creating The Peaceful Resistance
of the microregion of Ixquisis,
aiming to halt the projects and
reclaim their indigenous and
human
rights.
Protection
International has been s upporting
and accompanying them since
2015.
2017 was a year full of s truggles for
the Resistance. Early in the year,
one of its members was shot dead
during a peaceful d
 emonstration.
Protection
International
supported the 

communities in

reporting this crime and 
other
cases of 
criminalisation they
were subject to following o
ther
demonstrations all throughout

the year. PI desk in Guatemala
assisted the 

communities with
a full risk-assessment process,
including

capacity
building
workshops aiming to strengthen
collective protection practices.
Moreover,
PI
engaged
in
raising visibility of a situation of
relentless criminalisation, threats
and harassment that the Peaceful
Resistance was facing daily and
that aimed at silencing the voice
of those who defend their land
rights. Through advocacy actions,
PI brought the case to n
 ational
and international actors, such
as members of the Guatemalan
Government, the Inter-American
Commission for Human Rights
and the diplomatic community.

The projects Pojom I, Pojom II and San Andrés are
three phases of the same hydroelectric project. The
Pojom II and San Andrés projects are owned by the
company Energía y Renovación (formerly Promoción
yD
 esarrollos Hídricos, S.A.) and financed by the
Inter-American Development Bank through its private
arm BidInvest, the German Development Bank
(KfW) through the Canadian financial intermediary
Cordiant, and the Central American Bank for Economic
Integration, in violation of their own standards and
policies on environmental and social impacts of their
investments in development projects. Electricity
generated by hydropower plants would be connected to
the National Electric System for national transportation
and distribution and possibly for export.
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THANKS TO OUR
SUPPORTERS

FINANCIAL REPORT
Year ended 31 December 2017 in Euros.
BALANCE 					31/12/2017

ASSET		
Fixed assets		
			
9 906
Equipment and furniture				
9 906
Current assets					1 106 709
Amount receivable 				
156 465
Current investments and cash at bank		
950 244
TOTAL ASSETS		
			
1 116 615

LIABILITIES		
Funds of the association				
484 090
Social liability fund		
		
58 967
Debts		 				632 525
Suppliers		
			
68 463
Taxes, remunerations and social security		
75 299
TOTAL LIABILITIES		
		
1 116 615
		
RESULTS		
I. OPERATING INCOME AND CHARGES
Operating Income		
E-learning					4 870
Donations		 			15 363
Grants		 				2 418 671
Other operating income		
		
4 965
Total operating income		
		
2 443 868
Operating Charges		
Services and other goods		
		
Remunerations and social security			
Depreciations		
			
Other operating charges		
		
Total operating charges		
		
OPERATING RESULTS		
		
		
II. FINANCIAL INCOME AND CHARGES		
Financial income		
			
Financial charges		
		
Profit before tax		
			

AUDITORS ’
OPINION
In our opinion, the
annual accounts give
a true and fair view of
the Organisation’s net
equity and financial
position as at 31
December 2017, as
well as of its results for
the year then ended,
in accordance with
the financial reporting
framework applicable
in Belgium.
Geert KEUNEN
Registered auditor
VRC Réviseurs
d’Entrerprises
SC s.f.d. SCRL

1 055 585
1 306 768
8 080
115
2 320 547
123 321

873
-53 472
70 722

III. EXCEPTIONAL INCOME AND CHARGES
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Exceptional income			
Exceptional charges		
		

21 217
-4 938

PROFIT FOR THE YEAR
		
Profit for the fiscal year to be allocated		
Profit brought forward from previous year		
PROFIT TO BE CARRIED FORWARD		

87 000
87 000
397 090
484 090
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